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Abstract: House costs increment consistently, so there is a need for a framework to anticipate house costs later on. House 
cost expectation can assist the designer with deciding the selling cost of a house and can assist the client with 
orchestrating the perfect chance to buy a house. There are three factors that impact the cost of a house which includes 
physical condition, idea and area. House price forecasting is a crucial topic of land. Machine learning techniques are 
applied to research historical property transactions in World to get useful models for house buyers and sellers. In the 
current paper we examine about the expectation of future lodging costs that is produced by AI calculation. For the choice 
of forecast strategies we look at and investigate different expectation techniques. For the choice of prediction methods we 
compare and explore various prediction methods.  
We utilize regression as our model due to its adaptable and probabilistic methodology on model selection. Our result 
exhibit that our approach of the difficulty got to achieve success, and has the power to process predictions that might be 
comparative with other house cost prediction models. This study utilizes machine learning algorithms as a search method 
that develops housing price prediction models.  
We create a housing cost prediction model in sight of machine learning algorithm models. House price prediction on a 
knowledge set has been done by using all the above mentioned techniques to seek out the simplest among them. The 
motive of this paper is to assist the vendor to estimate the selling cost of a house perfectly and to assist people to predict 
the precise time slap to accumulate a house. A number of the related factors that impact the value were also taken into 
considerations like physical conditions, concept and site etc. Here we aim to form our evaluation supported every basic 
parameter that's considered while determining the worth. We use linear regression techniques during this pathway, and 
our result aren't sole determination of one technique rather it's the weighted mean of varied techniques to offer most 
accurate results. The results proved that this approach yields minimum error and maximum accuracy than individual 
algorithm applied. 
Keywords: House price prediction, Machine Learning, AI, Model, Linear Regression, Algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Thousands of homes are sold everyday. And houses price increases every year. So there is a need for system to predict house prices 
in the future. During this project, a machine learning model is proposed to predict a house price supported data associated with the 
house (its size, the year it had been inbuilt, etc.). Prediction house prices are expected to assist people that decide to buy a house in 
order that they can know the worth home in the longer term, then they will plan their finance well. Additionally, house price 
predictions also are beneficial for property investors to understand the trend of housing prices during a certain location. House price 
prediction can help the developer determine the asking price of a house and may help the customer to rearrange the proper time to 
get a house.  
There are three factors that influence the worth of a house which include physical conditions, concept and site. Machine 
learning may be a subfield of AI that works with algorithms and technologies to extract useful information from data. Machine 
learning methods are appropriate in big data since attempting to manually process vast volumes of knowledge would be impossible 
without the support of machines.  
Machine learning in computing attempts to unravel problems algorithmically instead of purely mathematically. Therefore, it's 
supported creating algorithms that let the machine to find out. There are two type in machine learning which are supervised and 
unsupervised.  
Supervised is where the program gets trained on pre-determined set to be ready to predict when a replacement data is given. 
Unsupervised is where the program tries to seek out the connection and therefore the hidden pattern between the info Several 
Machine Learning algorithms are wont to solve problems within the world today. Thus, this paper attempts to use Linear Regression 
algorithms to match their performance when it involves predicting values of a given dataset. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Throughout the most recent twenty years there have been an enormous number of exact examinations dissecting land costs. 
Kilpatrick showed the helpfulness of time-arrangement relapse model which utilized financial information to give figure of Central 
Business District (CBD) land cost in moving business sector. Wilson et al contemplated the private property market represents a 
significant extent of UK monetary movement. Valuers gauge property estimations dependent on current bid costs. In this paper, the 
public lodging exchange information was prepared utilizing Artificial Neural Organizations (ANN), which estimates future pattern 
of the real estate market. Imprint and John fostered a relapse model with empty land deals. The model disclosed up to 93% of the 
market esteems. Wang and Tian utilized the wavelet Neural Network (NN) to conjecture the land value file. This sort of wavelet NN 
incorporated the value of the wavelet examination and the custom NN. It additionally contrasted the determining result and 
smoothing strategy and the NN figure. Zhangming estimated the land value list by utilizing the Back Propagation (BP) NN. The 
BPN utilized the sigmoid capacity. Tinghao utilized the Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model and 
conveyed the illustrative investigation on year information from 1998 to 2006. He utilized the set up model to make the gauge to the 
land value record of 2007. An indulgent relapse on the cost of land recommended that true arrangement contrasts between political 
purviews have significantly affected land costs between1970 and 1980. Steven and Albert utilized 46,467 private properties crossing 
1999 - 2005 and exhibited that utilizing coordinated with sets that comparative with straight libertine estimating models, ANN 
produce lower dollar evaluating mistakes, had more noteworthy valuing exactness out-of-test, and extrapolate better from more 
unpredictable evaluating conditions. ANN is more qualified to indulgent models that use huge quantities of factors. Sampath kumar 
and Santhi examined the land value pattern of Sowcarpet which is the focal part. They created measurable model utilizing financial 
factors and anticipated that the yearly ascent in land cost would be of 17%. Urmila revealed that the previous patterns were 
dissected to determine the pace of development or decrease and the patterns are utilized in determining. Monetary boundaries may 
be acquainted with plan more practical relationship. A portion of different procedures they Mansural Bhuiyan and Mohammad Al 
Hasan 2016 use is relapse, profound figuring out how to take in the idea of models from the past outcomes (the property/land which 
were auctions off beforehand which are utilized as preparing data).There are various models utilized, for example, straight model 
information utilizing just one element, multivariate model, utilizing a few highlights as its info and polynomial model utilizing the 
information as cubed or squared and henceforth determined the root mean squared mistake (RMS an incentive) for the model. 

III. RESEARCH GAP 
In all over world, there are various land ordered sites where properties are recorded for sell/purchase/lease purposes. Be that as it 
may, in every one of those sites we will see part of irregularities as far as valuing of a condo and there are a few situations when 
comparative condos are valued distinctively and hence there's part of in-straightforwardness. Now and then the shoppers may feel 
the valuing isn't supported for a particular recorded condo however there no way to affirm that by the same token. Legitimate and 
defended costs of properties can introduce huge loads of straightforwardness and trust back to the significant domain industry, 
which is critical with respect to numerous purchasers particularly in India the exchange costs are very high and resolving this issue 
will help both the buyers and along these lines the land industry inside the day's end . We propose to utilize AI and counterfeit. 
Knowledge strategies to foster a calculation which will anticipate lodging costs dependent on certain info highlights. The business 
utilization of this calculation is that arranged sites can straightforwardly utilize this calculation to anticipate costs of most recent 
properties that are having the opportunity to be recorded by taking some information factors and foreseeing the privilege and 
defended cost for example try not to take value contributions from clients and hence not letting any blunder crawling inside the 
framework. This concentrate on proactive valuing of homes inside the Indian setting has never been accounted for prior inside the 
writing to the least complex of our insight. 
 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
1) Dataset: The dataset utilized during this work is obtained from land Agents within the US to guage the prices of homes. This 

dataset was intended to help them find the foremost appropriate cost of the house within the in respective locations within the 
US. For predicting the prices of the homes, the following attributes are identified and included, in conjunction with the acronym 
used for his or her representation within the dataset snippet as shown. Base Price (price), Size of Plot, House age, Number of 
Bedrooms, Number of   rooms, Area population, Address, of the house. These attributes, or predictor variables, are the factors 
which are majorly considered during house purchase and thus influence the pricing of homes .The dataset utilized in this work 
is obtained from land Agents within the US to judge the costs of homes. 
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The data-set we have used is a group of houses of USA .The size of the dataset is of 5,000 houses which are divided into training 
data and testing data. The dataset contains 7 columns and 5000 rows with CSV extension. The data contains the following columns: 
 
a) ‘Avg. Area Income’ – Avg. The income of the householder of the city house is located. 
b) ‘Avg. Area House Age’ – Avg. Age of Houses in the same city. 
c) ‘Avg. Area Number of Rooms’ – Avg. Number of Rooms for Houses in the same city. 
d) ‘Avg. Area Number of Bedrooms’ – Avg. Number of Bedrooms for Houses in the same city. 
e) ‘Area Population’ – Population of the city. 
f) ‘Price’ – Price that the house sold at. 
g) ‘Address’ – Address of the houses. 
 

2) Fetch the Data: Set by the help of the pandas in python platform and analyze the data set. 
3) Data Preprocessing: Data Preprocessing: Is a process to convert raw data into meaningful data using different techniques. Data 

in real word are incomplete, noisy, duplicate or inconsistent, so we can convert this data into accuracy, completeness, 
consistency by various data preprocessing techniques. 

Major steps in data preprocessing: 
a) Data Cleaning 
b) Data Integration 
c) Data Reduction 
d) Data Transformation 
e) Data Discretization 

 
4) Train Test Split Evaluation: It is a technique for evaluating the performance of a machine learning algorithm. We have 

segregated dependent and independent variable in two different vectors respectively x and y, we handled our by data 
preprocessing. We have 500 records inside of our Data set and we split the data into training set and test set. Vector y is 
dependent or target variables. Training part of data is there that will pass to our machine learning model for the training purpose 
and one machine learning model is trained, the rest remaining data that is test data will use to validate  machine learning model. 
We split a data in percentage between 0 and 1 for either the train or test datasets. Here we take test set with the size of 0.40 (40 
%) means that the remainder percentage 0.60 (60 %) is assigned to the training set.  
 

A. Linear Regression 
Linear regression is a statistical model that attempts to point out the connection between two variables with the equation. It is the 
one of the easiest algorithm in machine learning. It is calculated by using formula, 

                             y = mx + b 

y = Dependent variable 
m = Coefficient rate and slope of line  
x = Independent variable 
b = Where line crosses the y-axis  
From the above formula we try to find the value of x and y that every value of x has a corresponding value of y in it if it is 
continuous. The reason for this is linear regression is always continuous. The output of the linear regression is the value of the 
variable. The accuracy or the great fit is calculated by using the r squared method. 

Why we select linear Regression 

Regression model predicts a continuous variables and linear Regression predicted value is continuous and it also remove the outliers 
there for our model will perform in a better way.  
Linear regression are easily comprehensive and transparent. They can be understood very easily because it is represented by simple 
mathematical notation. 
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Fig. Data flow diagram 

V. CONCLUSION 
Linear regression means we will predict a variable from an independent one, so whenever we'd like to understand from the 
start whenever we add information. The regression curve is vital because it makes the estimation of a variable more accurate 
and it allows the estimation of a response variable for people with values of the carrier variable not included within the data. 
We also inferred there are two methods of predicting a variable either from within the range of values of experimental 
variable of the sample given (interpolation) or outside this range (extrapolation). The house price and the linear regression is 
the most effective model for our dataset. 
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